
On/Off switch - Next job is to get the on/off button in place. The sub-mini switch (2 way 2 pole) are not easy to stick in
place on a case, however if you screw them into a bigger piece of perspex, then there is plenty of surface area to stick the as-
sembly to the case securely. The other reason for screwing the switch down is that the CD mechanism won't lower into the
casing with the switch in place, so just unscrew the switch, pop in the CD mechanism and screw the switch back in place.
Used some UHU glue again to stick the perspex to the outer case.



Cut out a groove so my finger can lift out the CD to replace with another. Didn't need a large groove at all, that one is
perfectly big enough for the purpose. The groove will be concealed under the base plate.



Secure power jack and headphone jack.

Next job is to make a surround for the memory card, so you don't see the inside of the case when the memory card is not
present. I just used some mounting board (card) for this; the card was white one side and orange the other, so the white is
shown in the inside of the assembly.

Base done.

Two sides and top done.



Use some enamel paint to paint the inside.



On/off button cut

Install batteries as best you can - either 2 x 2 cells at 7.4v or 3 x 3 cells at 7.4v or one set x 4 cells at 7.4v. Make sure they
are wired properly (see Modding Components).

Then wire the headphone jack, recharging jack, shoulder buttons, etc; also the memory card.



Wire the memory card to the PSone console board, the wires to the CD mechanism and voltage wires to the PSone console
(on/off switch off).

Headphone done:



Protect any connections with electrical tape to stop shorts.



Secure rumble motors in place on the case front.




